GERMAN DAY at WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Thursday, April 6, 2017: Erfinder und Erfindungen

7:45-8:30  RECEPTION AT BROOKINGS STEPS (Fichtner in charge, along with Olsson Berggren and undergrads)
Arriving students and teachers receive schedules/maps/Personalausweise and are escorted to Graham Chapel. If necessary, escorted to designated location to drop of props for skits and/or poster contests.

8:45-9:00  INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM  GRAHAM CHAPEL
Welcome from German Department: Tatlock, Professor
Master of Ceremonies: Tatlock

9-10  DECLAMATION CONTEST IV  (Kapczynski, Kita, Williams)  Graham Chapel

10-12:30  DECLAMATION CONTEST I: 1st yr (Kita, Grek)  Brown 118
DECLAMATION CONTEST II: 2nd yr (McGlothlin, Zenker)  January 110
DECLAMATION CONTEST III: 3rd – 6th yr (Tatlock, Scholz)  Graham Chapel

10a  SPELLING BEES:  DUC 233
ends at 12:30pm  Beginner Level (Davis, Nowicki, Morgan, Weduwen)
ends at 12:45pm  Advanced Level (Vetruba, Bauder, Villinger, Boehm)

10-12:30  TEAM TRIVIA  (Pfleger, Kapczynski)  DUC 234

10-12:30  SÜSSIGKEITEN COUNTING CONTEST  (Nyman)  Hurst Lounge

10-12:30  SCHNITZELJAGD (check teams’ signup sheets for starting time slots).
Starting point: German Department office, Ridgley 319 (3rd floor, Ridgley Hall – (Khanal));
Final point: Visitors Center in Danforth University Center (Cruz, Bernshaus)

SKITS - (Olsson Berggren, Getty)  Performing Arts Dept, A.E. Hotchner Studio
Mallinckrodt 208

POSTER CONTEST  –Posters may be viewed in Hurst Lounge; posters may be picked up shortly after 12:30 (posters left behind will be stored for a short time in the German Dept.). (Gahrs, Häberle)

12:30-1:30  TEACHER RECEPTION  - German Dept. Lounge: (3rd Floor, Ridgley Hall)  Ridgley 317
Teachers are invited to join German Department faculty members, graduate, and undergraduate students.

STUDENT LUNCH  - Students have free time for lunch (eating places will be indicated on map) and to visit the campus until departure.

1p  CONTEST RESULTS  - Check names of winners, pick up prizes:  Ridgley 319/317
(3rd floor, Ridgley Hall) (Hawksworth, Fichtner)

1:30-2  DEPARTURE FROM BROOKINGS STEPS